
THE GAROTA FROM IPANEMA © DENIS MURPHY 2004 

"When you've met one Garota from Ipanema, you've met them all" 

Dedicated to John Peel (1939 - 2004) 

 1 Int. Probe Records, Liverpool [4'30"] 

A small, independent record shop. Of the several people 
around the CD & record racks, one man and one woman will 
catch our attention. She is BETHÂNIA, and actually works in 
the shop. Throughout this scene we'll see her, pen behind 
her ear, pick up piles of CDs or records left on the 
counter for her by a colleague, which she will then take 
over to the racks to restock them, even as the conversation 
develops between her and the man. She can even pick shrink-
wrapped T-shirts from the counter, which she will place on 
display up near the ceiling, raising them up to the high 
rail with a long, hooked pole. 

HE is one of the browsing customers. HE will not be named 
in any of the dialogue, and in the script HE will just be 
referred to as HE/HIM/HIS. This will save HIM from shame 
and embarrassment, and possibly depersonalise HIM. This can 
be changed should the director feel it is excessive and 
possibly demeaning for the actor. 

This is a long scene, the longest in the film. It will be 
broken up into lots of separate sequences, which are not 
specified here. Namely: 

 different camera angles 
 shots of the day-to-day shop events, such as customers 

buying records/asking BETHÂNIA's colleague for advice 
etc, with the dialogue heard off-camera 

 lots of close-ups & reaction shots of BETHÂNIA and HIM 
during their conversation -their lips/nostrils, their 
smiles, their eyes and dilating pupils, their nervous 
feet shuffling, accidental physical contact as their 
fumbling hands awkwardly reach for the same records in 
racks, etc- all of which will establish their growing 
mutual attraction 

The choreography of when the restocking is done in relation 
to which stage in the dialogue should be worked out in 
rehearsals by the director and actors, which is why it is 
left unspecified here. 

HE's British and should look non-Brazilian; HE is in a 
Brazilian T-shirt, which shows a facsimile of the hand-
written staves and lyrics of a well-known Brazilian song.  
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BETHÂNIA is Brazilian and should look non-British; she is 
in a Beatles T-shirt, with quite a distinctive hippy-style 
necklace.  

Although BETHÂNIA and HIM clearly are not together and do 
not know one another at the start of the film, we see them 
both humming/singing along to a well-known Brazilian song 
being played in-store. They make eye contact while they're 
both singing, and stop, each a bit embarrassed to have been 
caught singing. They look away from each other, look back, 
and smile at the same time. 

Another girl, HELEN, is browsing amongst the racks. She 
will glance at BETHÂNIA and HIM from time to time. We will 
have a close-up or two of her "surveillance". The girls' 
physical appearance is described in more detail in sequence 
6. 

HE's not sure whether BETHÂNIA is English or not, she can't 
figure out if HE's Brazilian despite his looks. They need 
to contrive to bump into each other. One of them will have 
to speak first. BETHÂNIA does. After all, she's not 
Brazilian for nothing. She sighs. She glances at HELEN. 

BETHÂNIA 
(nodding around her, referring to the 
music being played) 

Cê gosta, né? Muito linda. 

(Subtitle: What do you reckon? Really 

pretty, no?) 

HE is stunned into inaction. Uh, oh! She thinks HE must be 
English, HE mustn't have understood. The look on her face 
suggests that she is disappointed. Never mind, she may as 
well make the best of a bad job. 

BETHÂNIA 
Lindíssima! Muito linda! 

(Subtitle: Pretty. Really pretty!) 

She then tries English, reasoning that there must be some 
language HE'll react to. 

BETHÂNIA (CONT.) 
Very pretty! You like? 

HE unstuns himself and answers with a question. 

HIM 
What? Like you? 

(Realises HE's made a major gaffe) 
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You mean the song is pretty! Do I like 

it?!  

(Pointing at her) 
I thought you meant if gosto de você! 

(Subtitle: I thought you meant do I 

like you?) 

HE cringes at what HE's just said. 

HIM (CONT.) 
(swearing in Portuguese without 
realising) 

Caralho! Porra! 

(Subtitle: Fuck! Bollocks!) 

Now HE's the one who's stunned her. As she's heard HIM 
speak both Portuguese and English, she's less sure where 
HE's from. She frowns. 

HE starts following her around from counter to racks, as 
she restocks. During the dialogue, each of them will pick 
up the occasional record from the racks and show it to the 
other, who will nod or make some gesture of disgust 
depending whether they like it. BETHÂNIA gives the first 
item she likes a small, Brazilian thumbs-up gesture. HE 
copies it from then on. 

We notice HELEN glance at the two of them from time to 
time, as she continues her pretend browsing. 

BETHÂNIA 
You know this song, and Portuguese 

swearwords, but I think you are not 

from Braziu. How do you know the 

lyrics? 

HIM 
Me? Erm, why shouldn't I? I like the 

song. 

BETHÂNIA 
But English people only know the 

English part that the girl sings, not 

the Portuguese words that the man sings 

at the beginning. 
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HIM 
(indicating the music still playing) 

You mean Astrud and João Gilberto. Erm, 

this isn't them. It's Bossacucanova, 

and that's Ed Motta on vocals. Not too 

keen on it myself. 

BETHÂNIA 
Bossa who? 

HIM 
One of these new Brazilian smooth jazzy 

groups. 

HE picks out a CD from the World Music section and shows it 
to her, indicating that this is the Bossacucanova version 
being played. 

BETHÂNIA 
Well, I have never heard of them. 

Brazilian music is boring for me. 

(Tongue in cheek, trying to bait HIM) 
I prefer your Liverpool beat groups. 

You know, Pulp and Oasis. 

(She notices his T-shirt) 
Ah, you cheat! You know the words 

because you have them on your T-shirt! 

There is a boutique in Ipanema that 

sells those, and guess who owns it. 

HE knows very well who owns it, but HE pretends not to. 

HIM 
Pelé? 

BETHÂNIA 
(frowning, not sure whether HE is 
pulling her leg) 

Helô Pinheiro! 

HIM 
(in mock shock) 

No!  
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BETHÂNIA 
Yes!  

HIM 
Not the actual original garota from 

Ipanema! 

BETHÂNIA 
Yes! The very woman who inspired Sergio 

Mendes to write the song. Just imagine! 

HIM 
Inspired Tom Jobim and Vinícius, you 

mean. 

(showing off his T-shirt with pride) 
Well that very woman wrapped this up 

for me herself! There, in her own 

little shop! And she complimented me on 

my Portuguese! Just think, I was 

chatted up by the real garota from 

Ipanema. 

BETHÂNIA 
No! Yes? But how did you get it? 

HIM 
How? It wasn't difficult. I saw it in 

her shop window, I wanted it, went 

inside, asked how much… 

BETHÂNIA 
No, what were you doing in my place? 

HIM 
Your shop? 

BETHÂNIA 
No, my town, Ipanema. 

HIM 
Another garota from Ipanema! Am I lucky 

or what! Why did you want to come to 
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Liverpool? 

In the rest of their exchanges while in the shop, there is 
a glint in her eye which could be flirting, but which 
definitely shows her coming out on top in the taking-the-
gentle-piss stakes. 

BETHÂNIA 
To buy Oasis T-shirts to take back and 

sell in Braziu. And study. A little. 

HIM 
Oasis? 

BETHÂNIA 
Yes, they are very popular in Braziu. 

But their T-shirts have sold out here, 

so I bought these ones. 

(Looking down at her Beatles T-shirt, 
still trying to bait HIM) 

But I may have difficulty selling them. 

These Manchester groups are not so 

popular in Ipanema. 

HIM 
I was there last August. 

BETHÂNIA 
Manchester? 

HIM 
Ipanema. Well, Rio. I was based in 

Copacabana, but I went to Ipanema loads 

of times. 

BETHÂNIA 
Copacabana! No! That is where I am 

from!  

HIM 
You said- 

BETHÂNIA 
I know, I know. I was born in Botafogo, 
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really, and lived with my cousin 5 

minutes away in Copacabana. But I 

prefer to say I am from Ipanema, it 

sounds better. And it is less poor and 

dangerous. Where did you stay? 

HIM 
Oh, some weird backpackers' hostel I 

read about on the web. Newton's 

Rooftop.  

A blank look from her. 

HIM (CONT.) 
Near the metro. 

BETHÂNIA 
Metro? We have no metro in Copacabana.  

HIM 
Yes there is. It had only just opened, 

mind. 

BETHÂNIA 
Really! 

(wistful, to herself) 
Have I been here so long already? 

(to HIM) 
Where is the metro station? 

HIM 
Near one of the markets, in Siqueira 

Campos. 

BETHÂNIA 
(screeching with surprise, nearly 
dropping her pile of records) 

Não! Meu Deus, não pode ser!  

(Subtitle: My God! This can't be 

happening?) 

Siqueira Campos is my street! You 
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stayed in my street! 

Other customers turn to see what the hullabaloo is about. 

HE is starting to get a little spooked. HE initially 
fancied this woman, now HE feels uneasy. But HE can't just 
back away, HE feels compromised. 

We see HELEN behind HIM gesture to BETHÂNIA, pointing first 
at her watch, indicating that she has to go to eat, then 
pointing at HIM, shrugging her shoulders. We could infer 
that the two girls had arranged to meet for lunch, and 
HELEN is asking BETHÂNIA if she's OK with HIM. BETHÂNIA 
nods & smiles back, waving her away. HELEN then leaves the 
shop, arm in arm with another of BETHÂNIA's colleagues, who 
she kisses and must have been waiting for. Both wave 
goodbye to BETHÂNIA. BETHÂNIA gives them the small, 
Brazilian thumbs-up. 

HIM 
(puzzled, glancing round to see who 
BETHÂNIA is gesturing to) 

Erm, w-would you like to go for a 

coffee? I know a few places near here. 

If you're free. 

BETHÂNIA 
(looking quickly around the racks) 

Well, I needed to find an Undertones 

compilation before I left, but somebody 

has put it back in the wrong place. 

(aloud, so her colleague behind the 
counter can hear) 

It's a pity these British record shops 

don't have cafes or bars… 

(winking at her colleague once she 
gets his attention) 

…we could stay here for a drink. 

Her colleague's reaction is to turn and gesture towards a 
battered kettle, a dingy coffee jar and a couple of mugs in 
a corner, conveying with a shrug his disbelief that anybody 
could possibly wish for more. 

HIM 
I know. There was a brilliant record 

shop in Ipanema that had a fantastic 
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cafe & restaurant.  

(HE tries to remember the name) 
Tra-, Travessa… 

BETHÂNIA 
(piqued) 

Not only Ipanema! We have a better one 

in Copacabana, where jazz bands play 

live every day! 

HIM 
Yes, my God, I'd nearly forgotten! 

Modern Sound! Jesus! Best record shop 

I've ever been in. I spent a fortune in 

that place! And most of my holidays!  

BETHÂNIA 
You went to Modern Sound! I don't 

believe… 

HIM 
Yes, one of the barmen there did the 

best caipirinhas I had anywhere. And I 

tried them in a lot of places, believe 

you me! 

BETHÂNIA 
Oliveira? 

HIM 
The tall black guy, yes. You know 

Oliveira? 

BETHÂNIA 
Huh! You seem surprised that I know a 

guy in a bar in my own little part of 

Brasiu! I am the one who should be 

surprised that you know him. You must 

have a lot of money, to drink 

caipirinhas in Modern Sound. 
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She pauses. A sudden wistful look comes over her. 

BETHÂNIA (CONT.) 
So, you know more than me about our 

music, you speak my language, you 

flirted with our garota from Ipanema, 

you know my Oliveira and my street.  

(Shaking off her wistful look) 
Listen, today's my birthday. I'm 

Bethânia. Bethany. And… 

She holds her hand out as if to ask HIM his name. 

HIM 
(Surprised, HE holds her hand in mid-
shake) 

Bethânia?! 

(singing a snatch of a Caetano Veloso 
song about his singer sister, Maria 
Bethânia) 

"Maria Bethânia… She has given her soul 

to the devil and bought her flat by the 

sea." 

BETHÂNIA is nonplussed by this. She obviously doesn't know 
either the song or the reference, yet can't help laughing. 

BETHÂNIA 
(laughing) 

For sure, you are mad, whatever your 

name is. Listen, I was a little blue 

and lonely before I met you. But you 

take us somewhere and I will pay for 

the coffees. Valeu? 

She leans behind the counter, grabs her handbag, then links 
her arm in His and leads HIM away, pulling tongues at her 
colleague and tossing him the pen from behind her ear. 

BETHÂNIA (CONT.) 
Tell me, why did you really want to go 

to Brasiu? Apart from our garotas, 

caipirinhas and T-shirts? 
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HE stops and picks up an Undertones album from the racks 
and shows it to her. She is delighted. 

 2 Ext. Afternoon/Evening. Concert Square terrace, 
Liverpool [0'27"] 

The two approach an empty table on a terrace. It is a sunny 
afternoon, the terrace is quite busy, and is decorated with 
small palm trees planted in baskets. 

We will cut away from this terrace and come back to it 
several times, and there will be a gradual change from 
bright afternoon to nightfall. This change will be echoed 
in changes both in HIS manner -from gentlemanly in this 
scene to boorish and even obnoxious- and in HIS beer 
consumption -each time we cut back to this scene, there 
should be an extra empty beer bottle on the table. 

HE holds a chair out and she sits. HE sits next to her. 

HIM 
It's not exactly the Bofetada, is it, 

but we can imagine we're there. 

HE dropped in the name Bofetada thinking that it would 
impress her. She looks at HIM in a strange way. 

BETHÂNIA 
Bofetada? You don't look gay. 

HIM 
I'm not. Not that I know of. Not so 

far, anyway. Just that it was such a 

great spot for people-watching.  

BETHÂNIA 
People? Yes. All those garotas from 

Ipanema, samba-swinging their bikinis 

past your table, to and from the beach. 

I can just see you going Ahhhhh!, like 

in the song! 

HIM 
(laughing) 

I won't even answer that. Mind you,… 

HE nods towards a gang of obese kids walking past stuffing 
their faces with burgers. Bethânia looks. 
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HIM (CONT.) 
…Liverpool's fairly similar. 

They both laugh. 

 3 Ext. Afternoon/Evening. Concert Square terrace, 
Liverpool [2'18"] 

Evening is closing in. They have obviously been here now 
for a while. There are a few empty beer bottles in front of 
HIM on the table. She has had one Coke. 

BETHÂNIA 
In 4 weeks in Rio… 

BETHÂNIA summarises what HE has told her so far. She lists 
the things on her fingers, with HIM shaking HIS head 
sheepishly. 

BETHÂNIA (CONT.) 
…you didn't sunbathe. No beach 

volleyball for you. No cable-car trip 

to Sugarloaf Mountain to watch the 

sunset over Rio and her beaches. Didn't 

see Flamengo play in the Maracanã. 

Didn't visit the statue of Christ. 

Didn't go to a night club to dance 

samba. And refused to eat feijoada on 

Saturdays. 

Now the positive things, with HIM nodding modestly. 

BETHÂNIA (CONT.) 
Bought loads of records. Learnt to say 

the letters Q, K, J, Y and W in 

Portuguese. Finally got your head 

around my language's future 

subjunctive. Discovered how to get a 

waiter's attention like a true 

Brazilian. And got mugged. 

HIM 
By two kids with syringes, yeh.  
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BETHÂNIA 
In broad daylight. Outside the 

cathedral. Next to a crowded bustop. 

And nobody did anything to help. Just 

watch. 

HIM 
Sounds funny, now. Actually, on one day 

I had pencilled in a trip to the 

statue. That afternoon an American 

tourist up there got mugged and shot 

dead. 

BETHÂNIA 
No wonder you didn't go! 

HIM 
No. I only found out the next day. I 

was on my way there, but I came across 

a record shop I hadn't seen before. 

BETHÂNIA 
And you chose that. Instead of the most 

enigmatic statue in the world. With an 

amazing view over the city. 

HE continues nodding, a little embarrassed. 

BETHÂNIA (CONT.) 
You preferred a dingy, dark, second-

hand record shop. On holiday. In Rio. 

The most sensual, emotional and 

romantic city in the world. 

BETHÂNIA's tone is neither condescending nor admiring. She 
doesn't reveal whether she thinks that HE is eccentric, 
just plain weird, refreshingly original or deeply sad, for 
not doing any of the typical, touristy things. She is 
perhaps more surprised than anything else. 

HIM 
Had I gone to the statue instead of 
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that tourist, the world might have one 

more American in it today. 

BETHÂNIA 
And you wouldn't be here now.  

HE tries to redeem himself. 

HIM (CONT.) 
I did buy postcards of it, though. 

BETHÂNIA 
And you spent all your holiday drinking 

in the most expensive places. 

HIM 
The Bofetada & Modern Sound weren't 

expensive. 

BETHÂNIA 
Not for you, maybe. But I always have 

money for just one choppe at the 

Bofetada. 

HIM 
One! I never saw any Brazilian ever 

make do with a single beer, man or 

woman. Never seen anybody who could 

drink beer so fast as Brazilian women!  

She looks at his empty glasses. She looks as if she is not 
having as much fun as she thought she was going to have. 

HIM 
Do you like the Bofetada? 

She looks down before answering HIM. So far, HE has been 
all charm with this woman, but we start to see his 
behaviour deteriorate. In the rest of the Liverpool terrace 
sequences, whenever Bethânia speaks, HE doesn't really take 
in what she says. 

BETHÂNIA 
My sister liked it.  

Cut to: 
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 4 Flashback. Ext. Night. Bofetada terrace, Ipanema, 
Brazil [0'17"] 

BETHÂNIA is sitting on a pavement terrace in front of the 
bar Bofetada with two other girls. One of them is wearing a 
necklace similar to BETHÂNIA's. She is NATÁLIA, BETHÂNIA's 
sister, and the other girl is their cousin, RENATA. 
BETHÂNIA is in a different Beatles T-shirt to the one we 
have seen. 

The camera will be cutting back and forth from the terrace 
in Liverpool to flashbacks of this terrace in Brazil. 

There should be a contrast between the presentations of the 
two terrace sequences. The Liverpool sequences should be 
sombre, still, spooky and increasingly stifling and 
uncomfortable, with a minimum of static camera angles. The 
Brazil sequences should be made up of short, shaky, hand-
held sequences, varying from slightly out-of-focus to 
clumsily zooming in close-ups, shot from a multitude of 
different angles, spliced together with scant regard for 
continuity, as if the camera operator and editor have had 
too much to drink. No fun happening at the Liverpool 
terrace, a lot of fun going on at the Brazil terrace - in 
stark contrast to the events that we later find out about. 

The sparse Liverpool sequences will have no accompanying 
music. The Brazil sequences can have a modern Brazilian 
drum'n'bassy samba backbeat, à la City of God. 

In the various flashback sequences we will hear and see 
Portuguese being spoken. This too can be blurred and 
indistinct; it can even be practically drowned out by the 
music, as it is all subtitled anyway. 

BETHÂNIA (OFF) 
We used to meet up there with my cousin 

Renata. Every time she had a new 

girlfriend to show off to us. 

RENATA is very excited and waves to somebody out of shot. 
NATÁLIA & BETHÂNIA try to see who she is waving to. 

NATÁLIA 
Mas, quem é, Renata? A gente conhece? 

(Subtitle: Who is she, Renata? Do we 

know her?) 

RENATA stands up and hugs and kisses another woman who 
comes up to their table. BETHÂNIA is shocked. She leans 
towards NATÁLIA and whispers to her. 
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BETHÂNIA 
É Vanessa! 

(Subtitle: It's Vanessa!) 

A blank look and a shrug from NATÁLIA. 

BETHÂNIA 
Minha professora! 

(Subtitle: My teacher!) 

NATÁLIA's eyes register her surprise. RENATA breaks away 
from her new girlfriend's embrace and introduces her to her 
cousins. 

Back to: 

 5 Ext. Afternoon/Evening. Concert Square terrace, 
Liverpool [0'06"] 

The beers have dulled his interest in this Coke-drinking 
woman. 

BETHÂNIA 
But last summer, some policemen 

kidnapped them from a gas station in 

Copa after they had been at the 

Bofetada all night… 

HIS glazing eyes are shifting into wandering mode. He fails 
to take in what she says, but we can see from the pain in 
her eyes how difficult this is for BETHÂNIA to talk about. 
She is staring into nowhere. 

BETHÂNIA (CONT.) 
…and raped and strangled them. 

Cut to: 

 6 Flashback. Int. Day. Student house, Liverpool [0'28"] 

A dingy sitting room. Bottles and party debris are 
scattered around. It is adorned with cheap birthday 
decorations. One of these is a large photo of Ronaldo in a 
Brazil shirt, celebrating a goal. A large speech balloon 
has been cut out and stuck on it, with a message scrawled 
inside:  

"Parabéns &  

Happy Beth-day" 
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BETHÂNIA and HELEN from sequence 1 appear in sequence 6, 
which takes place chronologically 1 year before sequence 1, 
both being BETHÂNIA's birthdays. There should be some 
difference in the appearance of both girls to echo this 
passage of time. 

In sequence 6 both girls could have the stereotypical 
appearances we would expect of girls from Brazil and 
Northern Ireland. BETHÂNIA can look similar to how she does 
in sequences 4 & 12 (flashbacks to when she was with her 
sister and cousin, before her departure for England), i.e. 
dark-skinned with long, wild, exotic dark hair. HELEN could 
be sickly Irish pale, with thick, fiery red hair. 

Here, BETHÂNIA receives the bad news about her sister and 
cousin, so I think that by her next birthday, sequence 1, 
BETHÂNIA will have given herself a thorough makeover, and 
HELEN will have done likewise. Partly as therapy to help 
get over the tragedy, but also because by then both have 
been exposed to a further year of student life in 
Liverpool. So both girls in sequence 1 could sport way-out 
hair, maybe Goth-skateoid chic, with piercings etc. But 
something radically different to their appearance in this 
sequence, in any case. 

The phone on the sideboard rings. HELEN comes into shot and 
answers it. From her reaction, a foreigner has phoned, but 
she isn't surprised. She has been through this before, and 
does her best to remember the Portuguese BETHÂNIA must have 
taught her for such eventualities, although there is no 
mistaking her Northern Irish accent. 

HELEN 
(to the caller) 

Erm, alô, senhora Chamusca. Sim, 

Bethany está. 

(laughing) 
Já vem. Com uma ressaca muy grande. 

(Subtitle: Hi Mrs Chamusca. Yes, here 

she is, with a huge hangover) 

(shouting out of shot) 
Beth, yer mam. 

A blurry-eyed BETHÂNIA comes to the phone. HELEN smiles and 
kisses her cheek as she passes her the phone and exits the 
shot. BETHÂNIA is wearing her distinctive necklace, and the 
same Beatles T-shirt she wore in flashback sequence 4, 
though now it is very worn and rumpled, obviously used as a 
pyjama top. 
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BETHÂNIA  
Mamãe? Tudo bem? O quê? 

(Subtitle: Mum? What's up?) 

Her reaction as she listens tells us she is being given 
terrible news. She starts crying disconsolately and we hear 
terrible weeping, too, on the other end of the phone. HELEN 
comes back into shot. She looks puzzled, doesn't understand 
what's going one, but puts her arms around BETHÂNIA, 
watching her sob her heart out. 

BETHÂNIA (OFF) 
I will never go back to the Bofetada, 

for sure. Or drink beer again. If I 

hadn't been here… 

Back to: 

 7 Ext. Afternoon/Evening. Concert Square terrace, 
Liverpool [0'08"] 

We see the immense pain and disbelief in her face, despite 
the fact that she isn't crying. He's too busy reading the 
label he has pulled off his beer bottle. 

BETHÂNIA (CONT.) 
…I would have been with them that 

night. They were celebrating my 

birthday for me. I too might have been… 

HIM 
(insensitively butting in, as you do 
when you're drunk, thinking that 
nothing anybody has to say is as 
interesting as what you want to say) 

You know, on my last night in Rio, I 

had a really weird time at the 

Bofetada.  

Cut to: 

 8 Flashback. Ext. Night. Terraces of several bars close 
to one another, Ipanema, Brazil [0'02"] 

Wide shot. Very busy terraces outside several bars seen 
from the other side of the street. People strolling up and 
down past these terraces, in their skimpiest clothes -
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bikinis and trunks- as if this was a catwalk and the 
customers at the tables were their audience. Buskers and 
hawkers, both individuals and groups, ply their trade to 
people sitting on the terraces. 

HIS flashbacks, from sequence 8 onwards, all from events 
during a single evening, take place chronologically some 
time after BETHÂNIA's sequences 4 & 12, the day before 
sequence 6, and a year before the Liverpool record shop & 
Concert Square sequences. 

Cut to: 

 9 Flashback. Ext. Night. Bofetada terrace, Ipanema, 
Brazil [1'06"] 

We close in on two tables in front of one of the bars, 
Bofetada. 

HIM (OFF) 
Got talking to a couple of women on the 

next table. Turns out they were lezzes. 

You can imagine what a turn-on that 

was!  

HE is sitting at one table, talking to two girls at the 
next table. We already know them: NATÁLIA & RENATA, in 
different clothes and hairstyles to their last appearance, 
though NATÁLIA has on her hippy necklace. As the three of 
them talk, they bring their two tables together. NATÁLIA's 
English is nowhere near as good as BETHÂNIA's, and RENATA's 
English is much better than NATÁLIA's. 

NATÁLIA 
(in broken English) 

Is a pity we only meeting here today! 

Is really this your last night? Renata 

and me can to phoning some friends and 

showing you the Rio only Rio people 

know. I will show and translation for 

you. 

(to the other girl) 
Entendeu, Renata? fala que não tem 

namorada e também não é gay. Tem grana 

para mais um choppe? Quando cê terminar 

de falar com todo Brasiu, a gente pode 
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ir… 

(Subtitle: Did you hear, Renata? Says 

he's single and isn't gay. Have we got 

enough for another drink, Renata? When 

you've finished phoning everyone in 

Brazil, why don't we go…?) 

RENATA 
(to HIM, laughing, while still on the 
phone) 

My cousin is jealous because since her 

last girlfriend I have had 5 or 6. She 

is now so desperate she needs to meet 

men. 

HIM 
What? Even me! 

RENATA 
(laughing) 

Even you! 

(to NATÁLIA, teasing) 
Vai ficando velha! 

(Subtitle: She's getting old) 

RENATA and HIM laugh. NATÁLIA looks at HIM questioningly. 

NATÁLIA 
(to HIM) 

What she did say? No attention! Renata 

thinks only with her… 

(pointing to between RENATA's legs) 
…xereca. I love my cousin, but she turn 

me hungry.  

(checking herself) 
Oi, hungry não! Angry, angry. Caralho, 

que angry! 

RENATA hears and breaks off her phone conversation. She 
addresses NATÁLIA, but says it in English to tease her, for 
HIS benefit. 
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RENATA 
Thank God I never married you, Natália, 

the very next day would have been our 

divorce party. 

RENATA blows a kiss at NATÁLIA, giggling. A puzzled NATÁLIA 
looks first at RENATA then at HIM. She shrugs her 
shoulders. 

HIM  
Renata makes you angry? Not jealous? 

NATÁLIA 
Jealous?  

(to RENATA, peeved) 
O que é, jealous? O que falou com ele, 

safada? 

(Subtitle: What does jealous mean? What 

have you told him?) 

HIM (OFF) 
We drank shitloads, and had tons of 

food to die for. These girls were so 

friendly.  

As RENATA chats on her mobile, NATÁLIA gets very close to 
HIM, they each absent-mindedly caress the other's arm as 
they chat. 

NATÁLIA 
(teasing RENATA, winking at HIM) 

A namorada não vem, Renata? Tem assunto 

com outra mais nova? 

(Subtitle: Where's your girlfriend, 

then, Renata? Some younger girl keeping 

her busy?) 

RENATA throws a toothpick at NATÁLIA. 

Back to: 

 10 Ext. Afternoon/Evening. Concert Square terrace, 
Liverpool [0'08"] 

HE is still talking more to himself rather than engaging 
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BETHÂNIA in what HE's saying. She looks uncomfortable, 
winded. 

HIM 
After I paid the tab, the chubby one, 

Natália her name was… 

At the word 'NATÁLIA', BETHÂNIA freezes. Her face glazes 
over. Something has suddenly pained her deeply. HE is still 
talking at her, not to her, lost in his own rant. You would 
think HE was boasting to a male friend about a conquest. 

HIM 
…now she got really friendly. You know, 

touchy-feely friendly.  

Cut to: 

 11 Ext. Afternoon/Evening. Concert Square terrace, 
Liverpool. Close-up of BETHÂNIA [0'01"] 

BETHÂNIA is staring into nowhere. Emotionless. 

Cut to: 

 12 Flashback. Ext. Night. Bofetada terrace, Ipanema, 
Brazil [0'01"] 

Continuation of Sequence 4. BETHÂNIA is remembering how 
affectionate her sister was.  

RENATA and her girlfriend, Vanessa, are on one side of two 
tables shoved together, billing and cooing, with NATÁLIA & 
BETHÂNIA sitting arm in arm on the other side. NATÁLIA is 
affectionately caressing and tickling BETHÂNIA's arm, as 
they argue with RENATA and Vanessa. BETHÂNIA mirrors 
NATÁLIA's touches. 

Back to: 

 13 Ext. Afternoon/Evening. Concert Square terrace, 
Liverpool [0'12"] 

BETHÂNIA is still staring into nowhere. 

HIM 
She mentioned about going off 

somewhere. Boga… something. 

BETHÂNIA 
(realising that her worst fears are 
true. All life drains out of her) 
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Botafogo. 

HIM 
Yeh, that's the one. In the meantime, 

this other one's jabbering on her 

mobile to loads of people, when her 

girlfriend goes and turns up!  

Cut to: 

 14 Flashback. Ext. Night. Bofetada terrace, Ipanema, 
Brazil [0'04"] 

Another girl has joined them. This is not Vanessa, but 
RENATA's latest girlfriend. They are all enjoying the 
craic, their table laden with empty glasses & plates, 
evidence of a good night in the process of being had. 

HIM (OFF) 
Can you believe it? Me and these three 

lezzies! So before you know it… 

Back to: 

 15 Ext. Afternoon/Evening. Concert Square terrace, 
Liverpool [0'04"] 

HE is reliving his experience, accompanying his tale with 
gestures. Her gaze is lost somewhere. 

HIM 
…the three of them are dragging me over 

to some car parked nearby… 

Cut to: 

 16 Flashback. Ext. Night. Street, Ipanema, Brazil [0'40"] 

The four of them stagger away from the bar, laughing as 
they meander along the crowded pavement, arm in arm. Two of 
the giggling girls get into a small, nondescript car, and 
NATÁLIA tries to drag HIM somewhat amorously into the back. 

NATÁLIA 
Please, into the back with me… 

RENATA's phone goes off. She answers as she is getting into 
the driver's seat and hands the phone to NATÁLIA. 
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RENATA 
Natália, quer felicitar a tua irmã? 

(she starts singing as she gets in 
the car, handing the phone to 
NATÁLIA; the song won't be subtitled, 
as from the tune it is obviously the 
equivalent of 'Happy Birthday') 

"Parabéns a você, esta tarta querida, 

muitas felicidades, muitos anos de 

vida." 

NATÁLIA 
(grabbing the phone, screeching with 
joy) 

Bethânia, gostosinha minha! Feliz 

aniversário! Tudo bem e tudo bom em 

Liverpool? 

(Subtitle: Bethânia, my darling, happy 

birthday! Everything OK in Liverpool?) 

(looking at HIM, tousling HIS hair) 
Eu também tenho aqui um pedacinho de 

Liverpool. 

(Subtitle: You're not the only one 

enjoying a bit of Liverpool tonight) 

Tens saudades minhas? Eu também miss 

you muito, miss you, miss you. Oi, as 

putas baterias, porra! Ciaozinho, 

coração! Agora mesmo mando um torpedo, 

valeu? Beijão! 

(Subtitle: You miss me? I miss you 

loads, too. No! Fucking batteries! 

Listen, bye love, I'll text you 

straight away. OK?) 

Back to: 
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 17 Ext. Afternoon/Evening. Concert Square terrace, 
Liverpool [0'06"] 

HE looks at BETHÂNIA for the first time for a while. HE, of 
course, is so wrapped up in himself that HE has failed to 
notice her necklace. But we will have noticed.  

HIM 
…and I'm saying to myself "Boyo, you're 

in for one hell of a last night". 

This makes BETHÂNIA shudder and wince, as she thinks about 
how HE is describing her sister's last night. She 
involuntarily grips her necklace. 

Cut to: 

 18 Flashback. Ext. Night. Street, Ipanema, Brazil [0'01"] 

RENATA's girlfriend, laughing at HIS semi-reluctance, gets 
out and finally pushes HIM in, then she gets back in the 
front. 

Cut to: 

 19 Flashback. Int. Night. Car, Ipanema, Brazil [0'17"] 

We see the look of joy on his face changing to sheer fear 
as HE tries the door and realises it's locked centrally, 
while the girls are still laughing. 

HIM (OFF) 
But as soon as the doors click locked, 

this chill comes over me, I'm thinking, 

"You stupid bastard, what the fuck are 

you doing? You're foreign, you've told 

them you don't know anyone here, they 

saw you pay back at the bar, so they 

know you've got your plastic friend on 

you… 

A giggling NATÁLIA is in the back of the car drunkenly 
lining up some coke with one hand, while she texts with the 
other. She then takes hold of a joint passed back to her by 
RENATA's girlfriend. She looks ridiculously happy as gently 
tousles the hair again of our now confused-looking 
narrator. 
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HIM (OFF) 
…they've arranged to meet up with fuck 

knows who, and they're taking you to 

fuck knows where in a city where lives 

are cheap as fuck!" 

Cut to: 

 20 Flashback. Int. Night. Car, speeding through city 
streets, Ipanema/Copacabana [0'35"] 

Shots from inside the car of them speeding through the city 
at night. HE is in a funk, trying to open the door & 
screaming at the girls, who seem to find his antics 
hilarious. 

HIM (OFF) 
I fucking flipped! 

A song comes on the radio. "Teenage Kicks" by the 
Undertones. RENATA & NATÁLIA screech with delight and start 
singing along, bopping up and down in their seats. This 
makes RENATA's driving even more dangerous and zigzaggy. 
And if this all comes together to make HIS funk seem all 
the more absurd and comical, that'll be good. 

HIM (OFF) 
I'm struggling to open the door while 

they're driving like the clappers!  

NATÁLIA  
(to HIM) 

This song is… 

(to RENATA) 
Renata, como se diz hino? 

RENATA 
(turning round from the driver's seat 
without slowing down) 

National anthem. 

NATÁLIA  
Anthem? Yes! This is the Undertones 

anthem of Renata, Bethânia and Natália! 

The three girls are all laughing. HE takes it that they are 
laughing at HIM. 
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HIM (OFF) 
I recognised Copacabana as we sped 

through it, and I was screaming at 

them. 

HIM 
Let me out, you mad bitches! 

HIM (OFF) 
And they were pissing themselves 

laughing, thought I was fucking acting. 

NATÁLIA 
Hey girls, look who's in the car with 

us: Mr Bean! 

HIM (OFF) 
I'm telling you, I feared for my life. 

Anyway, in the end, they stopped for 

petrol, and I stumbled out. 

 21 Flashback. Ext. Night. Gas station, Avenida Atlântica, 
Copacabana beach [0'18"] 

Their car screeches to a halt at an empty gas station 
opposite the beach and the sea. 

HIM (OFF) 
I felt like laying into those lezzies, 

you know, proper twatting them, but I 

had more sense. I ran away… 

HE pushes the door open, gets out and angrily staggers 
away, glancing back over his shoulder to see his friend a 
few metres from the car, calling after HIM. The other two 
girls have also got out of the car. There is a road sign 
behind them, indicating that Botafogo is the direction they 
have been heading in. 

HIM (OFF) 
…with Natália calling after me, saying 

they only wanted us to be friends, 

screaming for me to go back. 

HIS last glance back at NATÁLIA, forlorn, shaking her head 
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in disbelief, being comforted by the other girls. 

A police car pulls up behind the girls, four policemen get 
out, unshaven, in sweat-stained short-sleeved shirts, and 
stroll over to the girls' car, one of them waving the gas 
station attendant away with his truncheon, hand on his 
pistol. 

HIM (OFF) 
Fuck her!  

 22 Flashback. Ext. Night. Bustling bar in Copacabana 
[0'12"] 

HE is drinking alone at one end of a bar. HE looks of 
place, in a miserable English way. The bar is packed with 
people having a good time.  

HIM (OFF) 
Took me a good few caipirinhas to get 

over it and calm down, I can tell you. 

God knows what the fuck could have 

happened to me!  

Whatever HE's been thinking, HE looks very shaken, and 
buries his head in his hands and starts crying. 

HIM (OFF) 
Won't catch me going back to that 

shithole of a country, no way! 

Back to: 

 23 Ext. Afternoon/Evening. Concert Square terrace, 
Liverpool [0'27"] 

As his story and the images come to a close, BETHÂNIA gets 
up with tears in her eyes and walks away, sobbing. 

HIM 
Hey, where are you going? Come back! 

BETHÂNIA turns back to the table. Still crying, and without 
looking at HIM, she fumbles in her handbag and fishes out a 
plastic bag from Probe, the shop in Sequence 1. She puts it 
on the table, in front HIM, turns and runs off, crying. 

HIM 
Ah, fuck you!  

To save face, HE then shouts out, more for the benefit of 
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anybody who may be on nearby tables than in expectation of 
BETHÂNIA taking any notice of HIM. 

HIM 
Probably another lez, anyway, you mad 

Ipanema garota slag! 

HE reaches for his latest beer bottle. It's empty. In 
disgust, HE tosses it into the soil of a tree basket. 
Reluctantly and nervously, HE picks up the Probe bag and 
takes out a CD. It's the Undertones CD HE picked out for 
BETHÂNIA at the end of Sequence 1. HE goes to toss it into 
the basket after the beer bottle, then checks himself. HE 
looks in the direction where BETHÂNIA went, then buries his 
face in his hands and weeps. 

The end [Total time v.approx. 12'31"] 
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